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Accused of a crime he didn't commit, Kyosuke Kamiya is sent to Purgatorium Rehabilitation

Academy. Suddenly, he's surrounded by a variety of fetching lasses--each one a murderer! Worse,

he's famous for being the "Dozen Demon," a killer responsible for twelve deaths! When the busty,

gas mask-wearing beauty Renko Hikawa approaches him, the difference between death and desire

becomes very narrow indeed. How is Kyosuke gonna graduate alive?
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Mizuki Mizushiro is the author behind the Psycome light novels.

The premise sounded like it could be interesting but the book was just boring to me. I suppose if you

are into the ethics of murder this might be more entertaining.

This Light Novel was in my opinion, a great find. Not only did I finish it in 2 nights (I'm not big on

reading), but I was also able to envision the entire story as if it was an anime. The way the story is

told is very well done to the point that I read it another time only 2 days later. If Mizuki Mizushiro

ever needed funding for this project now or in the future, I would donate as much as I could spare to

see how this story plays out.~Read Psycome whilst listening to slipknot



Great Romantic Comedy. The characters are enjoyable and there are tons of crazy things going on

this was a great read.

This was my first light novel and I really enjoyed it. The translations were pretty good and the

images were amazing.

So I started out bying this book thinking it was a manga (LOL). I didnt read it at first because it was

a normal book with some anime related pictures,but then I started reading it a couple hours lader

due to nothing to read. It was amazingly good and surprised me, and felt as though it was a manga

but yet a book at the same time. Great book and love the characters (fav Renko)

For a first time writer, and this being his first product, it's well thought out and well written. Not a

typical harem/hero story... and the setting is not often used.I look forward to

I'll just be in a corner waiting until the next release I guess. But seriously, it is pretty good for the age

listed. This is definitely a teen read. I've just fallen in love with this series.

This book is gold...
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